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INTRODUCTION

The rapid decline of various bee species—dubbed “the plight of the bumblebees”—has triggered widespread policy discussions about pollinator protections in the United States (“U.S.”). These discussions resulted in fresh developments in a few areas of law aimed at pollinator protection, including the Fish and Wildlife Service (“FWS”) listing the rusty patched bumble bee as an endangered species on March 21, 2017.1 The rusty patched bumble bee is the first bumble bee protected by the Endangered Species Act (“ESA”). The recent listing is one of the only federal legal protections afforded to any bee species.

The rusty patched bumble bee’s listing introduces new legal questions and presents opportunities to enhance the management and protection of pollinators. The FWS has never managed an insect species that lives in a colony under the ESA. The biological properties of the rusty patched bumble bee greatly differ from species already managed under the ESA which creates novel legal and management issues for the FWS. Properly resolving these issues is critical to rusty patched bumble bee preservation. It also affects the protection of four other bee species scheduled for evaluation for listing by FWS within the next few years. Proper management of the rusty patched bumble bee is important for the protection of the species, future listed bee species, and the ecosystems and organisms that depend on these bees for survival.

---

This Note explores the unique issues raised by the rusty patched bumble bee’s listing and discusses how those issues could be resolved for optimum protection of the species and pollinators generally. To begin, this Note provides a broad look at the background biological and policy issues surrounding bees. Next, the Note focuses on the rusty patched bumble bee and discusses the species’ decline, its listing as an endangered species, and its management needs. Then, the Note explores those needs in the context of determining critical habitat and setting incidental take allowances for the rusty patched bumble bee. This Note strives to identify key areas of consideration for critical habitat and takings that are unique to the rusty patched bumble bee. Understanding the unique scientific and legal issues surrounding the rusty patched bumble bee will allow for better management, regulation, and litigation.

I. IMPORTANCE, DECLINE, AND PROTECTION OF BEES

Bees, and other pollinators, are critical to the health and reproduction of both agricultural crops and wild plants. The declining population of multiple bee species endangers both agriculture and the environment. A variety of factors contribute to the decline of bee populations, including habitat destruction, loss of genetic diversity, pathogens and parasites,

---

Figure 1: A worker rusty patched bumble bee.²

² Dan Mullen, Rusty-Patched Bumble Bee, Flicker (Jul. 30, 2015), https://www.flickr.com/photos/8583446@N05/28469388786/in/photostream/.
pesticide use, and global climate change. Accordingly, a variety of legal avenues mitigate causes of decline and preserve current populations.

A. Economic and Ecological Importance of Bees

Bees, and other pollinators, support agricultural development and ecosystem management as they play a critical part in reproduction for most plants. Bees pollinate over eighty-five percent of all flowering plant species. Over 180,000 plant species and 1,200 crops benefit from pollination by bees. Pollination by bees is an indispensable service.

Bumble bee species are particularly important for pollination as they are the only type of insect that can “buzz pollinate.” Buzz pollination requires a bumble bee to latch onto the stamen—the pollen-producing reproductive organ of a flower—and vibrate its wing muscles at a specific frequency to release pollen. Nine percent of plant species require buzz pollination and rely on bumble bees for reproduction. Another unique aspect of their critical role as a pollinator is bumble bees’ higher resistance to cold compared to other bees, allowing them to work earlier in the spring and longer throughout each day. Bumble bees provide valuable pollination services to agriculture and the environment.

Agriculture in the United States relies heavily on pollination by bees, as insects pollinate thirty-five percent of agricultural crops. Insect pollination annually contributes to the growth of an estimated $29 billion worth of crops in the United States. In addition to economic production,
food security is also very dependent on pollination by wild insects.\textsuperscript{12} Many of the crops that primarily provide nutrients and vitamins critical to humans rely on insect pollination.\textsuperscript{13} Tomatoes, blueberries, peppers, cranberries, apples, and other common crops all require buzz pollination and rely on bumble bees.\textsuperscript{14} Bees, as a whole, play an integral role in agriculture, and their decline would result in significant economic and human health impacts.

Bees are similarly important to wild plants and ecosystem health. Bees coevolved with plants in their native ecosystems which makes them optimal pollinators. When a general pollinator—such as a bumble bee—declines, associated plants also decline.\textsuperscript{15} Some plants even reach the point of extinction,\textsuperscript{16} making bee population decline a serious risk to ecosystems across the United States.\textsuperscript{17}

Pollination services provided by bees are critical to agricultural and wild plants. The observed decline in bee populations and related decline in pollination services are concerning. Loss of these services would have wide scale economic and environmental impacts.

\textbf{B. Bumble Bee Decline}

Certain bee species are declining at an alarming rate. Eight of the forty-six U.S. bumble bee species are in decline across various geographic


\textsuperscript{13} Oils found in plants promoted by animal pollination contain seventy-four percent of lipids required for human health and are the primary source of fat-soluble vitamins. Notably, ninety-eight percent of available vitamin C comes from citrus and other fruits and vegetables which animals pollinate. Elisabeth J. Eilers et al., \textit{Contribution of Pollinator-Mediated Crops to Nutrients in the Human Food Supply}, PLOS ONE, June 22, 2011 at 1, 2.

\textsuperscript{14} Kent P. McFarland & Leif Richardson, \textit{Rusty-Patched Bumble Bee (Bombus affinis): Report to the Vermont Endangered Species Committee} 4 (2013); Jeepsen et al., supra note 6, at 28.

\textsuperscript{15} In Britain, a fifty-two percent reduction in bee richness correlates with a twenty-two percent reduction in the distribution of plant species pollinated by bees. A similar correlation exists in the Netherlands where bee richness fell by sixty-seven percent and the distribution of plant species pollinated by bees fell by twelve percent. J. C. Biesmeijer et al., \textit{Parallel Declined in Pollinators and Insect-Pollinated Plants in Britain and the Netherlands}, 313 SCIENCE 351 (2006).


\textsuperscript{17} See infra notes 17–18 and accompanying text.
ranges in the United States. Six of these species—the rusty patched bumble bee (*Bombus affinis*), the Ashton cuckoo bumble bee (*Bombus ashtoni*), the American bumble bee (*Bombus pensylvancus*), and three species of yellow-banded bumble bee (*Bombus terricola*)—have historic ranges in the eastern part of the United States, and two other declining species—the Franklin’s bumble bee (*Bombus franklin*) and the western bumble bee (*Bombus occidentalis*)—have historic ranges in the West.

Of these species, the rusty patched bumble bee, western bumble bee, American bumble bee, and yellow-banded bumble bee have declined significantly; their populations fell by seventy-two percent to ninety-six percent across their entire native distributions. Similar bumble bee declines in Europe have already resulted in the localized extinction of twelve European bumble bee species.

Environmental stressors, biological vulnerabilities, and human impacts have all contributed to this decline in bumble bee abundance. One major cause is habitat loss. Hive health and queen production are entirely dependent on pollen availability. Bees have long life cycles and only produce a limited number of new queens for the next season at the end of that life cycle. As such, small deficiencies in resource availability have large compounding impacts on a bee species’ abundance the next year. A bumble bee species’ richness, abundance, and genetic diversity all directly rely on access to thriving and healthy habitats. Small isolated habitats cannot sustain bumble bee populations, and road development has increasingly fragmented viable habitat and nutrient sources. The amount of viable habitat that remains unaffected by development is declining. Sixty-two percent of the United States ecoregions where
bumble bees live are vulnerable or critically endangered. As habitats continue to degrade and disappear, bee populations that rely on those habitats for nesting and nutrition will decline.

Global climate change is another factor for bee population decline that relates to habitat loss. Associated changes and variability in local temperatures, precipitation, and extreme weather all change habitat and affect bees’ use of that habitat. Earlier snow melt and later frost events change the time of year that different plants bloom. Flowers that bees rely on at specific times in their seasonal life cycle are blooming earlier in the year. This disconnect between the life cycle of bees and the plants they rely on, known as “phenological mismatch,” affects bees’ ability to collect nutrients throughout their entire life cycle. Habitat changes driven by climate change also affect rodent abundance and distribution, consequently decreasing the amount of abandoned rodent dens that bumble bees use for nesting. Climate change creates additional habitat pressures that hurt hive health and productivity.

Bees also face human-caused chemical threats. Agricultural, urban, and home pesticides all have lethal and nonlethal effects on bees. Spring application of pesticides has the largest impact on bees because pesticides affect a new queen’s ability to establish a colony for the season. In particular, the use of a class of insecticide called neonicotinoids is believed to be directly related to bee decline. The insecticide grew popular in the United States in the early 1990s, which correlates temporally to the beginning of major bee population decline. Studies applied neonicotinoids to bumble bees and observed severe harm to colony growth.

29 JEPSEN ET AL., supra note 6, at 23.
31 S. CAMERON ET AL., NORTH AMERICAN BUMBLE BEE SPECIES CONSERVATION PLANNING WORKSHOP FINAL REPORT 21, 37 (2010).
32 MCFARLAND & RICHARDSON, supra note 14, at 8.
rates and an eighty-five percent reduction in new queen production.35 Excessive use and misuse of insecticides directly impact bee populations.

Bees also face threats from increased rates of harmful pathogens and parasites. Wild populations are contracting new diseases from escaped commercial bumble bees at an increased rate.36 The agriculture industry increased its use of commercial bumble bees for greenhouses.37 These commercial bees escape and spread pathogens and parasites that wild bees lack resistance to.38 Bee species in decline are particularly susceptible to infection.39 The increase in disease for wild bees creates additional strain on already struggling bee colonies.

As bee populations decrease in size and are separated from other populations due to habitat loss and fragmentation, inbreeding issues arise. Inbreeding causes a loss of genetic diversity, which in turn reduces a colony’s ability to adapt to its changing environment and increases its susceptibility to pathogens.40 Genetic issues particularly affect colony species compared to other species. A colony of bees only produces a small percentage of breeding individuals, so the effective population size is significantly smaller than the actual population size.41 Additionally, inbred populations are more likely to produce infertile male bees, greatly decreasing the colony’s reproductive success.

Environmental stressors caused by habitat loss and global climate change, human introduction of poisons and disease, and the reduced fitness of inbred small bee populations all contribute to the decline of many bumble bee species. These issues interact with one another, compounding and creating a large and complex problem. The variety of causes of bee decline require a variety of solutions. A holistic solution requires multiple policy and legal strategies.

35 Penelope R. Whitehorn et al., Neonicotinoid Pesticide Reduces Bumble Bee Colony Growth and Queen Production, 336 SCIENCE 351, 351 (2012).
36 McFarland & Richardson, supra note 14, at 6.
38 See McFarland & Richardson, supra note 14, at 6.
39 Rosemary L. Malfi & T’ai H. Roulston, Patterns of Parasite Infection in Bumble Bees (Bombus spp.) of Northern Virginia, 39 ECOCLOGICAL ENTOMOLOGY 17, 24 (2014).
40 Jepsen et al., supra note 6, at 22.
C. Different Avenues for Legal Protection of Bees

Different regulatory frameworks offer solutions to some of the threats to bee populations. Some of the broader issues, such as habitat loss and global climate change, require regulation of public lands, agricultural development, urban development, carbon emissions, and ecosystem management. It is unlikely these areas would be addressed specifically for bee protection; however, bees would benefit from future policies that mitigate these broad environmental stressors. Other legal avenues have more direct opportunities to immediately strengthen bee protection.

The Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act is the clearest avenue to address insecticide issues. This federal law creates rules regulating and banning the use of specific chemicals as insecticide. The Environmental Protection Agency is currently reviewing neonicotinoids under the Act. Restriction of neonicotinoids would relieve a large threat to the continued decline and loss of bee species.

Pesticide and pathogen issues are also immediately addressable through agricultural management of commercial bees. Both federal and state level agricultural regulation can address the problem. Stricter regulation, management, and inspection of commercial bumble bee operations could both reduce the amount of disease in commercial bee populations and decrease the amount of accidental release of diseased commercial bees into wild populations. Additionally, regulations prohibiting the transportation of diseased commercial bumble bees to areas currently unaffected by disease would greatly decrease the risk of pathogen and parasite exposure for wild bees.

The ESA is another major avenue to provide protection to any listed bee species and their habitat. The purpose of the ESA is to “protect and

---

45 JEPSEN ET AL., supra note 6, at 20.
46 See id. at 18.
47 See id.
48 See id.
49 See id.
recover imperiled species and the ecosystems upon which they depend.”50 The ultimate goal of the law is for a listed species to recover to the point that it no longer needs protection.51 The ESA defines an endangered species as “any species which is in danger of extinction throughout all or a significant portion of its range.”52 The ESA mandates that the FWS base a decision to list a species on five factors: “[1] the present or threatened destruction, modification, or curtailment of its habitat or range; [2] overutilization for commercial, recreational, scientific, or educational purposes; [3] disease or predation; [4] the inadequacy of existing regulatory mechanisms; or [5] other natural or manmade factors affecting its continued existence.”53 Any factor or combination of factors can justify a listing decision.54 Critical habitat for an endangered species must be determined concurrently with a listing decision.55 In practice, however, the FWS has the ability to delay or not designate critical habitat for a variety of reasons.56 The FWS has not yet designated critical habitat for any of the listed bee species.

The FWS listed seven species of Hawaiian yellow-faced bees in 2016.57 These solitary bee species were the first and only bee species protected under the ESA until the FWS listed the rusty patched bumble bee in 2017.58 The FWS intends to evaluate four bee species for future protection under the ESA: (1) the Franklin’s bumble bee and (2) the yellow-banded bumble bee in 2018, (3) the western bumble bee in 2023, and (4) the blue calamintha bee at an unspecified date.59 Notably, the FWS recently proposed the Franklin’s bumble bee for listing as endangered or

51 Id.
54 ESA BASICS, supra note 50.
58 Rusty Patched Listing, supra note 41, at 3186.
threatened in August 2019 and a final decision is pending.\textsuperscript{60} Listed species receive federal protection under a number of different sections of the ESA.

Once listed, a bee species receives several general federal protections. Section 7(a)(2) of the ESA requires a federal agency to consult with the FWS to ensure any agency action “is not likely to jeopardize the continued existence of any endangered species . . . or result in the destruction or adverse modification of habitat of such species which is determined . . . to be critical.”\textsuperscript{61} The consultation process triggers various administrative processes designed to protect endangered species for any major federal agency action.

Section 9 expands endangered species protection to the private sector and makes it illegal for any person—public or private—to “take” any endangered species.\textsuperscript{62} The ESA defines “take” as “to harass, harm, pursue, hunt, shoot, wound, kill, trap, capture, or collect, or to attempt to engage in any such conduct.”\textsuperscript{63} The outward boundaries of “take” have been widely litigated,\textsuperscript{64} particularly within the context of adverse modification of habitat. There are limits and exceptions to the take prohibition and its protection. Section 7 allows for the incidental take of a listed species by a federal action up to a specified “take limit.”\textsuperscript{65} Section 10 of the ESA allows the FWS to issue permits excepting a private action from the take prohibition.\textsuperscript{66} The ESA requires a habitat conservation plan for a Section 10 take permit.\textsuperscript{67}

The ESA has a citizen suit provision which allows any citizen to sue any person or agency for violations.\textsuperscript{68} This allows parties dedicated to the

\textsuperscript{60} Endangered and Threatened Wildlife and Plants; Endangered Species Status for Franklin’s Bumble Bee, 84 Fed. Reg. 40006 (Aug. 13, 2019) (to be codified at 50 C.F.R. pt. 17) [hereinafter Franklin Proposed Listing]. The FWS based the proposed listing primarily on suspected impacts from pathogens—factor three for listing—and the inadequacy of existing regulatory mechanisms to reduce the existing threats to the Franklin’s bumble bee—factor four for listing. Id. at 40015.


\textsuperscript{64} See Paul Boudreaux, Understanding Take in the Endangered Species Act, 34 ARIZ. ST. L. J. 733 (2002), for a discussion of some of the cases that explore the boundaries of “take.”


\textsuperscript{67} Id.

\textsuperscript{68} 16 U.S.C. § 1540(g) (2012).
protection of bees to take direct legal action in private and public development that impacts listed bee species.

Additionally, it allows groups to actively protect rusty patched bumble bee habitat as a way to provide indirect protection to unlisted bee and plant species that share that habitat.\(^{69}\) The ESA could be a useful means to make immediate change and conservation efforts for the most threatened bee species, listed or otherwise.

Bees are recent additions to the ESA and the FWS has never managed a colony insect species under the ESA. Historically, ESA protections offered for insects and other invertebrates—animals lacking a backbone, including insects, snails, clams, arachnids, crustaceans, and coral—have been lackluster.\(^{70}\) Although the drafters of the ESA intended to protect more than just famous megafauna,\(^{71}\) the ESA seems to protect vertebrate species more than invertebrate species.\(^{72}\) Bias in favor of vertebrate species is observable throughout the entirety of the ESA’s implementation, starting with listing. Insects comprise seventy-two percent of global animal diversity but represent less than five percent of the endangered species list.\(^{73}\) A large contributing factor to the low number of insects is a general lack of knowledge about invertebrates. Less than three percent of invertebrate species have enough data to be evaluated for listing due to a widespread lack of knowledge and specific research.\(^{74}\) There is also a clear disparity in the effectiveness of management of vertebrate and invertebrate species under the ESA. As of 2001, twenty-nine vertebrate species recovered from endangered status compared to two recovered invertebrate species, none of which were insects.\(^{75}\) While the ESA certainly provides some protection to the listed bee species, it does not line up perfectly with insect management needs.

\(^{69}\) MCFARLAND & RICHARDSON, supra note 14, at 12.

\(^{70}\) See Scott Hoffman Black et al., Enangered Invertebrates: the Case for Greater Attention to Invertebrate Conservation, 18(2) ENDANGERED SPECIES UPDATE 42, 45 (2001).

\(^{71}\) Boudreaux, supra note 64, at 773.

\(^{72}\) Black et al., supra note 70, at 44.

\(^{73}\) Scott Hoffman Black & D. Mace Vaughan, Endangered Insects, in ENCYCLOPEDIA OF INSECTS 320, 321 (Vincent H. Resh & Ring T. Cardé eds. 2nd ed. 2009).


\(^{75}\) Black et al., supra note 70, at 44.
II. THE RUSTY PATCHED BUMBLE BEE AND THE ENDANGERED SPECIES ACT

The listing of the rusty patched bumble bee is of particular legal interest and significance for both general pollinator protection and the ESA. The listing has broader implications for other pollinators as it is one of the only federal legal protections specific to bees. Successful management of the rusty patched bumble bee under the ESA would provide important expectations and norms for managing the four bee species that the FWS will evaluate in coming years. The listing also highlights specific, previously unanswered questions about how provisions relating to critical habitat and the take work for a eusocial—or colony—species.

A. Rusty Patched Bumble Bee Decline

Historically, the rusty patched bumble bee was an abundant and common bumble bee species in the eastern United States.76 The species is a general pollinator known and named for a small orange patch on the back of worker bees. The rusty patched bumble bee’s historic range extended from the Appalachian Mountains in the East to the Midwestern prairies to the West, and from the lower parts of Canada down to the state of Georgia.77

This once-expansive range is significantly smaller today. The species has disappeared from seventy-five percent of its historic range.78 Where the rusty patched bumble bee previously flourished in thirty-one states and provinces in the United States and Canada, it now only occupies fourteen.79 Tallgrass prairies—the rusty patched bumble bee’s preferred ecosystem—have declined by more than ninety-eight percent during the last few decades.80

76 Koch, supra note 20, at 82.
78 See JEPSEN ET AL., supra note 6, at 4.
79 Rusty Patched Listing, supra note 41, at 3187.
80 Regional tallgrass prairie losses include: 99.999% loss in the Grand Prairie area of Mississippi Alluvial Plains in Arkansas, 99% loss east of the Missouri River, 85% loss west of the Missouri River, greater than 99.9% loss in Iowa, 99% to greater than 99.9% loss in Illinois, greater than 99% loss in Indiana, 100% loss of black silt-loam and gravel hill tallgrass prairies of Indiana, 99.5% loss in Missouri, greater than 97% loss in the eastern one-third of Nebraska, 82% loss in Kansas, and greater than 99% loss in Montana. REED F. NOSS, EDWARD T. LAROE III, J. MICHAEL SCOTT & NAT’L BIOLOGICAL SERV.,
Figure 2: “Rusty patched bumble bee range map showing the current distribution. Dots represent counties with a rusty patched bumble bee occurrence since 2000. The Xs represent counties with the historic occurrences only.”

The rusty patched bumble bee’s population has decreased to an even more alarming degree than its range. The species’ relative abundance has decreased by ninety-five percent from historic numbers. Healthy populations of bumble bees contain tens to hundreds of colonies, each of which has several hundred individuals. However, in ninety-five percent of the known populations, scientists documented five or fewer individuals; the maximum number of individuals found at any site was thirty. The recent colony data comes from surveys conducted in the early 2000s and


81 Rusty Patched Listing, supra note 41, at 3189.
82 JEPSEN ET AL., supra note 6, at 4.
83 Rusty Patched Listing, supra note 41, at 3188.
84 Id.
many of those colonies have not been reconfirmed. As much as forty to seventy-five percent of those colonies may have been lost before the rusty patched bumble bee gained endangered status.\footnote{Id.}

The once abundant rusty patched bumble bee has been completely lost from large swaths of its historic range. The few populations that still exist are dangerously small and at risk of further decline.

\section*{B. Listing as an Endangered Species}

The FWS listed the rusty patched bumble bee as an endangered species on January 11, 2017.\footnote{Id. at 3186.} After a brief delay, the species gained official protection under the ESA on March 21, 2017.\footnote{Rusty Patched Listing, supra note 41, at 10285.} The FWS based its listing decision on the rusty patched bumble bee’s inability to cope with physical and biological environmental changes, small population size, and the degradation and loss of many of the ecoregions the species relies on.\footnote{Rusty Patched Listing, supra note 41, at 3186.}

Critical habitat was not designated at the time of listing.\footnote{Id. at 3207.} The FWS stated that it possessed insufficient information to perform the required analysis for critical habitat designation.\footnote{Id.} The listing referenced ongoing biological information assessments that would supplement current data,\footnote{See id.} but the FWS did not provide a timeline for producing a critical habitat determination based on the supplemented information.\footnote{See infra note 161.} Critical habitat could still be designated, which would have specific impacts for Section 7 agency action protections. However, it is common for species to never receive critical habitat designations.\footnote{See infra note 161.}

The listing illustrated the types of actions that could constitute a take. The listing stated that a take may be:

\begin{enumerate}
\item Unauthorized handling or collecting of the species;
\item The unauthorized release of biological control agents that attack any life stage of the rusty patched bumble bee, including the unauthorized use of herbicides, pesticides, or other chemicals in habitats in which the rusty patched bumble bee is known to occur;
\item Unauthorized release of nonnative species or native species that carry pathogens, diseases, or fungi that are known
\end{enumerate}
or suspected to adversely affect rusty patched bumble bee
where the species is known to occur; (4) Unauthorized
modification, removal, or destruction of the habitat (including
vegetation and soils) in which the rusty patched bumble bee is
known to occur; and (5) Unauthorized discharge of chemicals
or fill material into any wetlands in which the rusty patched
bumble bee is known to occur.\textsuperscript{94}

Although the list does not mandate what a take is, it still demonstrates that
the FWS intends the ESA to protect the rusty patched bumble bee from
direct human impacts—improper pesticide use and disease spread by
commercial bees—as well as environmental impacts and habitat
degradation.

Although listing triggers some legal protections—such as
establishing critical habitat and limiting the take of a species—under the
ESA, the actual amount of protection provided to a species depends on
how the FWS specifically implements those protections. All species have
unique needs that require attention for successful management. Meeting
those needs is a process that extends long after the initial listing of a
species.

\section*{C. Unique Management Needs of the Rusty Patched Bumble Bee}

The rusty patched bumble bee possesses a number of biological
qualities that impact its management under the ESA. While some are
shared by other species already managed under the ESA, others are unique
to eusocial insects—including some types of bees, hornets, and ants—and
have never been addressed under the ESA. The FWS will need to
understand and address these qualities in order for the rusty patched
bumble bee to recover.\textsuperscript{95}

\subsection*{1. The Rusty Patched Bumble Bee’s Life Cycle}

The annual life cycle of bumble bees is critical to understanding the
species’ different needs at different stages in the cycle and at different
times throughout the year. In early spring, a queen emerges from
hibernation.\textsuperscript{96} The queen spends the spring and early parts of the summer
collecting pollen and then establishes a colony in the late summer.\textsuperscript{97} The

\begin{footnotes}
\item[94] Rusty Patched Listing, supra note 41, at 3208.
\item[95] Recovery of a species is an explicit goal of the ESA. See supra notes 48 and 50 and accompanying text.
\item[96] Rusty Patched Listing, supra note 41, at 3187.
\item[97] Id.
\end{footnotes}
species is particularly vulnerable before establishing a colony. At this stage, each individual queen represents an entire colony, and the loss of a queen bee means the loss of an entire colony. The ability to form a colony also depends on a queen’s ability to gather enough nutrients. Changes in resource availability in the spring and early summer have compounding impacts on later colony health and productivity.

Once a queen establishes a colony, she begins to produce daughter workers. Those drone bees go out and forage for pollen for the rest of the season. Healthy rusty patched bumble bee colonies have relatively large colony outputs, with an observed average of over 1,000 workers in one season. Once the foundress—the establishing queen—has produced enough drones to fill immediate needs and sustain the growing colony, the queen will begin to produce male bees and new queen bees intended for breeding. A healthy colony produces close to 200 new queens over the life of the colony.

In the fall, the new queen and male bees leave the colony to breed with new queens and males from other colonies. Once a new queen has successfully mated, she goes into hibernation for the winter. The rest of the colony—the foundress, drones, and male bees—dies. Come spring, the new queens emerge from hibernation and establish their own colonies using the genetic information gathered the previous fall.

A bumble bee species possesses several unique biological qualities inherent to this life cycle and its eusociality. One such quality is the internal genetic division of the species into different roles. Queen bees are responsible for founding colonies, and as such have specific abilities to breed, lay eggs, hibernate, and operate individually while establishing a colony. Worker bees, on the other hand, are responsible for food collection, colony defense, and feeding the colony’s young. Male bees’ sole function is to mate with new queens and leave the nest upon reaching maturity. The different functions of the bees create a difference in

98 Goulson & Darvill, supra note 33, at 194.
99 Rusty Patched Listing, supra note 41, at 3187.
100 Koch & Strange, supra note 77, at 99 (identifying a mean of 1,081 workers and males per colony in a single season).
101 Id. (identifying a mean production of 181 new queens per colony in a single season).
102 Rusty Patched Listing, supra note 41, at 3187.
103 Id.
104 Id.
106 Id. at 25.
107 Id.
relative importance to each type of bee at different times. Killing a queen bee is inherently different than killing one worker bee. Harming a worker bee in the summer when a colony is young and needs support is different than harming a worker bee in the late fall when the colony is old and has already produced its reproductive individuals.

2. Habitat-Related Needs

Habitat needs also directly link to the specific life cycle of the rusty patched bumble bee. The rusty patched bumble bee’s historic range is associated with a broad range of habitats including prairies, agricultural lands, marshes, forests, and sometimes residential parks and gardens. Although the rusty patched bumble bee has historically lived in a variety of habitat types, an area must meet specific needs in order to be a suitable habitat. The rusty patched bumble bee has a narrow climatic niche associated with the northern parts of the United States. In the southern parts of the species’ historic range, colonies only occur at high elevations. This narrow climatic niche makes the rusty patched bumble bee vulnerable to climatic changes since shifts in average temperature of the species historic range would make it unviable. In addition to fitting in a specific climatic niche, suitable habitat must also meet foraging, nesting, and hibernating needs. Habitat alteration that interferes with any one of these requirements threatens the rusty patched bumble bee. Residential, commercial, and agricultural development all degrade, replace, or break-up suitable habitat.

Foraging and nutrient availability causally relate to colony health and are critical elements of habitat needs. Floral abundance, diversity, and phonological timing are all essential elements of the rusty patched bumble bee’s foraging needs. Bumble bees need access to a lot of nutrients to sustain a colony; scientists linked floral abundance in prairies directly to bumble bee abundance and species diversity. The rusty patched bumble bee needs suitable foraging habitat for an estimated 1,000 meter or higher

108 Koch & Strange, supra note 77, at 99.
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radius surrounding a colony.\textsuperscript{114} That requirement could be higher as better studied bumble bee species closely related to the rusty patched bumble bee travel up to 2,500 meters away from a colony to forage.\textsuperscript{115} The rusty patched bumble bee is a general forager and relies on a wide range of plants for pollen. Scientists documented the species visiting at least sixty-five different genera of plant.\textsuperscript{116} The species is short-tongued and therefore benefits from high numbers of open flowers with short corollas—the part of a flower’s petal that surrounds and protects the plant’s reproductive organs.\textsuperscript{117}

In addition to needing an abundance and variety of flowers, bumble bees also need access to blooming flowers at all times between April and October.\textsuperscript{118} Floral availability is particularly important when new queens are attempting to establish a colony in early spring while few flowers are in bloom.\textsuperscript{119} Seasonal and climatic variations can change the timing of blooming flowers and create stressors for the rusty patched bumble bee.\textsuperscript{120} The rusty patched bumble bee’s specific foraging needs are critical to its preservation.

Nesting and hibernation sites are also important elements of the rusty patched bumble bee’s foraging needs. The rusty patched bumble bee usually nests underground, often in abandoned rodent nests or other existing cavities.\textsuperscript{121} The species occasionally nests above ground in a tree stump, dead wood, or clumps of grass when suitable nesting sites are unavailable.\textsuperscript{122} Environmental changes that affect the abundance of rodents or the availability of grassland impact the rusty patched bumble bee’s ability to find nesting sites.\textsuperscript{123} A foundress can travel up to five kilometers to find a suitable nesting site;\textsuperscript{124} preserving nesting habitat therefore requires large areas of suitable habitat. Additionally, the nests are vulnerable to any industrial or agricultural development.\textsuperscript{125} Large machinery could destroy or indirectly impact a colony’s nesting site by
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changing the immediate surrounding area.\textsuperscript{126} Queen bees hibernate by burrowing down into undisturbed soil, which is similarly vulnerable to industrial or agricultural development during the winter.\textsuperscript{127} The nesting and hibernation requirements add to the complexity and specificity of preserving suitable habitat for the rusty patched bumble bee.

3. Genetic Needs

The specific breeding strategy implemented by eusocial insects also produces unique management considerations. The small size of the remaining rusty patched bumble bee population makes genetic diversity, inbreeding, and specific issues with sex determination significant threats to the species preservation and recovery.\textsuperscript{128} The majority of a bee colony are non-breeding worker bees, so the effective population size—number of breeding individuals—is much smaller than the actual population size, which increases the rate of inbreeding and associated genetic defects.\textsuperscript{129} The foundress is the only reproducing female and usually only mates once, so an entire colony stems from only one breeding pair.\textsuperscript{130} As such, inbreeding effects compound quickly when bees breed within their own colony or closely related colonies. Bumble bee populations that have less than fifteen square kilometers of habitat are more likely to show signs of inbreeding.\textsuperscript{131} Loss of genetic diversity reduces a population’s ability to adapt to environmental changes and increases susceptibility to pathogens and parasites.\textsuperscript{132}

Inbreeding also relates to an issue called the “diploid male extinction vortex,” where a colony produces infertile or nonviable male bees.\textsuperscript{133} A foundress produces a female bee by laying a fertilized egg and a male bee by laying an unfertilized egg. Female bees are diploids and get two sets of chromosomes—one from the queen and one from the male—while males are haploids and only get one chromosomal set. Inbred bee populations can produce diploid male bees that receive two copies of the queen’s
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chromosomes. Diploid males are often sterile, but when they do mate with a new queen, she produces sterile triploid offspring. The production of diploid males wastes colony resources and consequently slows a colony’s growth rate, lowers survival, and reduces the number of viable offspring produced. This issue makes bees particularly vulnerable to extinction compared to other species covered by the ESA. The life strategy of the rusty patched bumble bee and other eusocial insects creates unique management needs not yet addressed by the ESA.

III. Maximizing Protection of the Rusty Patched Bumble Bee Under the Endangered Species Act

Designating critical habitat and setting incidental take allowances are two important elements of the ESA that relate to the unique biological properties of the rusty patched bumble bee. Both elements of the law are complicated and situational. Management under the ESA varies among species and populations of species. As such, specific numeric suggestions for the rusty patched bumble bee require immense amounts of detailed technical information and are outside the scope of this Note. Instead, this Note focuses on how the eusocial properties of the rusty patched bumble bee relate to critical habitat designation and setting take limits generally. This Note then identifies areas of opportunity to maximize protections for the rusty patched bumble bee and other eusocial insects.

A. Maximizing Protections for the Rusty Patched Bumble Bee Using Critical Habitat

1. Critical Habitat Determination

The ESA defines critical habitat as land within a species’ current range that possesses the “physical or biological features essential to the conservation of the species and which may require special management considerations or protection.” The FWS defines the species’ current range as “areas used throughout all or part of the species’ life cycle, even
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if not used on a regular basis. 139 The ESA also allows the FWS to include areas outside of the current range if “such areas are essential for the conservation of the species.” 140 Specifically, these additional areas are intended to include a species’ former range. 141

Under the ESA, conservation is synonymous with recovery, so critical habitat encompasses the area needed for a species to recover from endangered status. 142 The Secretary must designate critical habitat to the “maximum extent prudent and determinable” 143 and base that decision, in part, on the “best scientific data available.” 144 However, the FWS must also consider economic impacts and any other relevant impacts of a critical habitat designation. 145 If the impacts outweigh benefits of designating critical habitat, the FWS can choose to not designate part or all of a species’ range as critical habitat. 146

Critical habitat is important to habitat conservation which is critical to species’ survival. 147 Habitat reduction and degradation are strongly tied to decreases in population size, 148 contributing to several issues for the rusty patched bumble bee that increase its risk of extinction. Habitat loss is one of the most important factors for species extinction. 149 Thirty-six percent of extinctions are caused by habitat loss. 150 Consequently, habitat conservation improves species conservation. 151 Broad ecosystem conservation is particularly important when conservationists are still studying a species and are unsure about its biological needs because it provides a blanket protection for the species without needing a specific understanding of every factor relevant to the species’ conservation. 152

Protections for species under study are relevant to the rusty patched
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bumble bee, as the FWS chose not to designate critical habitat due to a lack of information. Designation also focuses external conservation efforts on a species habitat, encourages research and understanding of the area, and prevents inadvertent harm to the species.

Critical habitat is also important in the Section 7 consultation process. All major action by federal agencies must avoid the destruction or adverse modification of designated critical habitat. Before taking a major action, an agency is required to consult with a managing agency—often the FWS—to determine whether the action is “not likely to jeopardize the continued existence of any endangered species . . . or result in the destruction or adverse modification of [critical habitat].” If the consultation concludes there is jeopardy to a species or adverse modification of critical habitat, then the Secretary provides “reasonable and prudent alternatives” that prevent violation of the ESA. Critical habitat is one of the only triggers for the consultation process and is the only protection available for unoccupied, but still important, habitat. The absence of designated critical habitat significantly reduces Section 7 protections under the ESA.

Critical habitat designation also leads to legal protection beyond simply triggering the consultation process. A species is more likely to have a recovery plan if it has designated habitat. There is also better task implementation for recovery plans for species with designated critical habitat. Critical habitat designation also increases judicial review of actions affecting an endangered species. Without critical habitat, judicial review for a Section 7 violation only occurs for direct jeopardy to a species. With critical habitat, judicial review for a Section 7 violation is also triggered by harm to that critical habitat. Designated critical habitat also expands protection within the consultation process. Biological
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opinions that infringe on designated habitat are more likely to find that an agency action causes jeopardy to a species.\textsuperscript{164}

Critical habitat designation is effective at protecting endangered species.\textsuperscript{165} Species with designated critical habitat are more than twice as likely to begin recovering and less than half as likely to decline further.\textsuperscript{166} The biological benefits of preserving habitat, and the added legal protections, make a significant difference in the recovery of an endangered species.

The FWS often hesitates to designate critical habitat for endangered species despite the conservation benefits. The FWS has not designated critical habitat for almost eighty percent of all listed species.\textsuperscript{167} Designations are particularly rare for insect species; only forty-two insect species have critical habitat designations.\textsuperscript{168} Notably, in the recent proposed listing for the Franklin’s bumble bee, the FWS declined to designate critical habitat for the species as it “would not be beneficial.”\textsuperscript{169} The FWS informally practices a policy of disinterest in designating critical habitat, known as the “functional equivalence” policy.\textsuperscript{170} This policy flows from the idea that the Section 7 jeopardy protection of a species and the adverse modification protection of critical habitat serve the same function and therefore make critical habitat designations redundant and unnecessary for species protection.\textsuperscript{171} Despite the FWS’s disinterest in designating critical habitat, a determination one way or another is still statutorily required within a year of listing a species.\textsuperscript{172} A one-year extension is provided when critical habitat is “not determinable,” as is the case for the rusty patched bumble bee.\textsuperscript{173} The extension leads to delay in protections that is harmful to a species.\textsuperscript{174}
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2. Considerations for Designating Critical Habitat for the Rusty Patched Bumble Bee

At the time of listing, the rusty patched bumble bee’s critical habitat was not determinable. The FWS stated “a careful assessment of the biological information is still ongoing, and we are still in the process of acquiring the information needed to perform that assessment.” The critical habitat designation for the rusty patched bumble bee has yet to be added to the FWS’s work plan. The FWS allotted the statutory grace period to make a determination about critical habitat for the rusty patched bumble bee, and consequently the Natural Resource Defense Council filed suit against the agency on January 15, 2019. This designation decision will be critical to the protection of the rusty patched bumble bee. There are opportunities to use critical habitat designation to address many of the species’ unique management needs.

The most important consideration for critical habitat is that it must be designated for the rusty patched bumble bee. The FWS did not assess critical habitat at the time of listing and might not designate critical habitat at all due to the complexity of the issue. There are potentially large economic impacts to designating habitat for a delicate species with a large range. However, economic impacts must be weighed against the conservation benefits. The rusty patched bumble bee’s survival directly depends on habitat. Foraging availability for the species’ entire life cycle, nesting and hibernating site abundance, minimizing inbreeding depressions, and promoting healthy colony growth and reproduction all relate to preserving the remaining habitat that is suitable for the species. The FWS has not been generous with critical habitat designation for insect species. The rusty patched bumble bee needs this additional biological and legal protection for recovery. The FWS also needs to muster administrative speed for making the designation as suitable habitat further degrades while waiting for designation.

---
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Full protection of the rusty patched bumble bee would require an unprecedented critical habitat designation for an insect species. Of the forty-two endangered or threatened insect species with proposed or final critical habitat, many have small and isolated designations based around a few populations.¹⁸¹ The average critical habitat designation for insects is 6,132.8 acres.¹⁸² Those designations range from 0.3 acres for the Ash Meadows naucorid to 61,973.8 acres for the Quino checkerspot butterfly.¹⁸³ Most of the designations are composed of a few swatches in a concentrated area based on a specific population.¹⁸⁴ A comparable critical habitat designation for the rusty patched bumble bee would fail to provide the required level of protection for the species. The current range of the rusty patched bumble bee covers more than a dozen states and cannot be covered by a few small and isolated designations.¹⁸⁵ Minimal protection of existing populations would already create an unprecedented critical habitat designation for an insect. Maximum protection would involve an even larger critical habitat designation of land outside the current range that is “essential for the conservation of the species.”¹⁸⁶ The rusty patched bumble bee’s unique biological needs require an expansive critical habitat designation.

Critical habitat designation should focus on the rusty patched bumble bee’s foraging needs. The purpose of designating critical habitat is to protect areas that contain essential physical and biological features.¹⁸⁷ Floral abundance and variety are a critical biological feature of an area that

¹⁸¹ Although butterflies are not eusocial species, they are pollinators and can function as a general point of comparison to the rusty patched bumble bee. Bay checkerspot butterfly’s critical habitat is divided into thirteen units across two California counties. Bartram’s hairstreak butterfly critical habitat is divided into seven units across two Florida counties. The units range from 97 to 7,994 acres in size. Fender’s blue butterfly’s critical habitat is divided into thirteen units across four Oregon counties. Florida leafwing butterfly critical habitat is divided into four units across two Florida counties. The units range from 296 to 7,994 acres. Mount Charleston blue butterfly critical habitat consists of three small patches in one concentrated area of Nevada. Oregon Silverspot butterfly critical habitat is one patch of land in Oregon. Palos Verdes blue butterfly critical habitat consists of three small zones in one concentrated area of California. The Quino checkerspot butterfly critical habitat is divided into ten units across two California counties. 50 C.F.R. § 17.95(i) (2018); See 50 C.F.R. § 17.95(i) (2018) for more detailed information and maps of the critical habitat designations; See infra Table 1. for the total size of each critical habitat designation.


¹⁸³ Id.

¹⁸⁴ See supra note 181.

¹⁸⁵ See supra notes 77 and 79 and accompanying text.


¹⁸⁷ ESA BASICS, supra note 50.
directly relates to colony health and productivity. Designation should ensure enough flowering species are protected to preserve access to pollen for the rusty patched bumble bee’s life cycle. Special attention should be paid to including floral species that bloom during the spring while a foundress is preparing to establish a colony as a population is particularly vulnerable to long term effects of malnutrition. Each colony is estimated to need one square kilometer up to two-and-a-half square kilometers—roughly 250 to 625 acres for comparison to other insect critical habitat designations—of foraging area. Although the specific numeric size of critical habitat designation will be incredibly site-specific, these facts give an idea of how much space the rusty patched bumble bee needs to meet its floral abundance and diversity needs for foraging. Any designated critical habitat needs to explicitly protect foraging habitat in order to fully protect the rusty patched bumble bee.

The FWS also needs to avoid habitat fragmentation. Habitat fragmented by development reduces the rusty patched bumble bee’s foraging range and the connectedness of a population. The rusty patched bumble bee is particularly vulnerable to negative genetic effects caused by small populations and inbreeding. A large number of colonies need to be connected to preserve genetic diversity and maintain a healthy population. The geographic range required for a genetically healthy colony is fifteen square miles—9,600 acres—which is significantly greater than the range needed for foraging. The small isolated patches of critical habitat designated for other insects would fail to protect the rusty patched bumble bee from further habitat fragmentation and smaller population sizes. Instead, an effective critical habitat designation would need to provide larger swaths of land and seek to connect geographically close colonies in order to preserve an entire population rather than a few separate and inbred colonies.

Preserving nesting and hibernation habitat is also necessary for conserving the rusty patched bumble bee. The species has specific hibernation and nesting needs for a foundress to survive to the point of establishing a colony. There are no specific ways to pinpoint the
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abandoned rodent nests and undisturbed soil required by the rusty patched bumble bee. The only way to protect nesting and hibernation habitat is to preserve larger areas of land that are likely to meet these needs. Although the geographic areas designated to protect foraging and genetic diversity might include the physical characteristics needed for hibernation and nesting, there is no guarantee. Nesting and hibernation habitat should be separately and explicitly considered and included in critical habitat designation.

The critical habitat designation should leverage the diversity of viable ecoregion types available to the rusty patched bumble bee to help preserve the large areas needed for foraging and genetic diversity. Grasslands, forests, and marshes have all proven to be suitable habitats for the rusty patched bumble bee under the right conditions. Each provides slightly different foraging, hibernation, and nesting needs and is important to the rusty patched bumble bee, even if grasslands are the preferred ecoregion. Intentionally including forests and marshlands would allow for broader geographic designations needed for foraging and genetic diversity. Considering the rapid decline in grassland ecoregions, inclusion of other viable ecoregions is likely necessary for even minimal critical habitat designations. Failing to include viable ecosystems other than grasslands would inhibit the conservation mission.

A broad critical habitat designation is also necessary to account for uncertainty and variability. “Current” colony sites identified in the listing come from data gathered in the early 2000s. Nest locations change annually and can be far away from the former seasons’ nesting sites. As such, the FWS should not designate small areas centered on the current data for the rusty patched bumble bee colony location. Centering small areas on newly collected data would be equally ineffective as it would only guarantee to protect colonies for one season. The only way to ensure that the area immediately surrounding a colony is protected is to embrace the inherent uncertainty and designate large areas of suitable nesting habitat.

The functional means to address a lot of the unique habitat needs for the rusty patched bumble bee is to designate critical habitat and include as much suitable habitat as possible. Although this recommendation is simple on its surface, it addresses specific management needs for the rusty patched bumble bee. The reasoning behind the recommendation is more nuanced than a blanket call for designating more land as critical habitat for the sake of preserving more habitat. The rusty patched bumble bee needs
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a lot of land for survival. Large geographic areas are necessary to preserve foraging availability and variety, maximize nesting and hibernation site abundance, avoid fragmentation to preserve genetic diversity, protect multiple viable ecoregions, and account for variability and uncertainty in the species’ site-specific habitat needs. Each of these considerations are necessary for rusty patched bumble bee conservation. Understanding and addressing each of these needs is important in justifying a larger and more expansive critical habitat designation than that designated for other insects.

The critical habitat designation for the rusty patched bumble bee presents an opportunity to expand the species’ protection under the ESA. It also has larger implications for pollinator and environmental protection. Three of the four bee species under consideration by the FWS are bumble bees with similar habitat needs. Proper protection for the rusty patched bumble bee could be precedential for future protected bees. The rusty patched bumble bee is also an umbrella species—a species whose protection contributes to the protection of other species—and protecting its habitat would protect associated floral species, other bumble bee species, and the general ecosystem in the area. A strong critical habitat designation for the rusty patched bumble bee would be a significant positive step in environmental law.

**B. Maximizing Protections for the Rusty Patched Bumble Bee**

**Using Take Allowances**

1. **Setting Take Allowances**

The ESA prohibits any individual from taking a listed endangered species. The take prohibition is a powerful protection for endangered species and covers a wide range of activities and situations. The statutory definition of “take” encompasses harassing, harming, pursuing, hunting, shooting, wounding, killing, trapping, capturing, or collecting a protected species. “Harass” includes acts that intentionally or negligently “creat[e] the likelihood of injury to wildlife by annoying it so much as to significantly disrupt normal behavioral patterns which include, but are not limited to, breeding, feeding, or sheltering.”

---
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“Harm” is defined by regulation as an “act that kills or injures wildlife,” and includes “significant habitat modification or degradation where it actually kills or injures wildlife by significantly impairing essential behavioral patterns including breeding, feeding, or sheltering.”

Judicial treatment of the take provision established that a take does not have to be intentional and does not have to be a direct application of force. However, an action does need to be foreseeable and a proximate cause to actual injury or death to be a take. When a party violates the take prohibition, that party is liable for up to $25,000 of civil penalties per violation, and in extreme cases, may be subject to criminal penalties under Section 11 of the ESA. The ESA also allows for injunctive relief against alleged future takes. The take provision is set up as a strong statutory protection for listed species designed to prevent and discourage further degradation of endangered species.

However, there are exceptions to the take prohibition. The FWS can set incidental take allowances both for public and private actions. The take must be incidental to some other lawful activity. The take allowance must also be small enough to not jeopardize the persistence of a listed species for public actions. For private actions, it cannot reduce the species’ likelihood of survival.

Section 7 of the ESA builds a take exception into the consultation process for major agency actions. The FWS issues biological opinions at the end of the formal consultation process. These biological opinions include an incidental take limit for the evaluated project that sets the level of anticipated and permissible take. This exception under Section 7 is the most common form used by the FWS to allow incidental takes. Almost no projects are actually stopped through the consultation process. Only around ten percent of decisions go through the formal consultation process.

---
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consultation process. Of that ten percent, over ninety percent find “no jeopardy” and of the other ten percent, ninety percent are resolved through implementing reasonable and prudent alternatives. As such, around ninety-nine percent of the projects evaluated under the formal consultation process produce biological opinions that contain incidental take allowances and permit a specific level of take of endangered species.

Section 10 of the ESA grants the FWS discretionary authority to issue incidental take permits to private parties. The permits require the private party to include a habitat conservation plan designed to mitigate the impacts of the applicant’s project on a listed species. The habitat conservation plan lays out strategies to minimize and mitigate impacts to the “maximum extent practicable.” The FWS evaluates the proposed permit and ultimately decides whether the level of take is acceptable without “appreciably reduc[ing] the likelihood of the survival and recovery of the species in the wild.” There are no objective calculations or guidelines about the allowable quality and quantity of take or amount of mitigation; both features are simply encapsulated by the FWS’s discretion to issue the permit.

The discretionary nature of setting specific incidental take limits makes the practice highly litigated. Multiple cases about the consultation process and incidental take allowances for the rusty patched bumble bee have already been litigated. Most of the cases were dismissed on procedural grounds and never addressed the substantive question of what an allowable take for the rusty patched bumble bee is. However, in Sierra Club v. U.S. Department of Interior, the Fourth Circuit held that the take limits set by the FWS were not enforceable and were therefore arbitrary and capricious in violation of the Administrative Procedure Act. The case involved a biological opinion issued for a pipeline that impacted the rusty patched bumble bee and five other endangered species. The FWS set the take limit as killing one colony and harassing
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a “small percent” of queen bees from one colony for the entire affected areas for the rusty patched bumble bee. The court found that the limit was not an enforceable standard because a “small percentage” was non-quantifiable, especially when considering the lack of species data for the rusty patched bumble bee. While this case sheds some light on what does and does not constitute a numeric take limit, it fails to answer what an acceptable take limit for the rusty patched bumble bee is. As of now, this question is left up to the careful discretion of the FWS and future litigation.

2. Considerations for Setting Take Allowances for the Rusty Patched Bumble Bee

The rusty patched bumble bee’s specific and unique properties are relevant to setting take limits. Understanding the relationship between the species’ biological properties and the amount of take that is allowable is important as the FWS issues more take allowances and specific numeric limits continue to be litigated.

The remaining rusty patched bumble bee populations are small, unhealthy, and fragile, and cannot afford liberal take allowances. A colony relies on each of its members. Current colony sizes are well below the level of healthy colonies, increasing the individual importance of each bee. While an individual worker bee may not have much importance to a healthy hive with over 1,000 individuals, in a hive that has less than 100 individuals, each worker bee provides for a large percentage of the colony’s foraging and nutrition needs. In small colonies, the individual importance of male and new queen bees also increases substantially. Genetic diversity loss from inbreeding is a particularly potent problem for the eusocial breeding strategy, and the loss of any individual breeding bee compounds the problem. Rusty patched bumble bee conservation depends on the FWS only sparingly allowing public and private exceptions to the take prohibition.

Where take allowances are issued, numeric take limits poorly reflect the actual level of impact on a rusty patched bumble bee colony. The loss of an individual bee has an impact to the rest of the colony. Allowing the loss of a number or percentage of individuals has hidden conservation costs which fundamentally change what level is allowable under the
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jeopardy and likelihood of survival standards. Additionally, many impacts that would harm one bee or a small percentage of bees inherently harm the rest of the colony. Killing or harming one mammal in a population does not directly harm the rest of the population, which is why take allowances are usually numeric limits. However, the primary impacts to the rusty patched bumble bee directly caused by humans cannot be isolated to one bee. Parasite and pathogen exposure from commercial bumble bees affect an entire colony. Similarly, one worker bee can expose an entire colony to harmful or fatal pesticides by returning to the colony after contamination.\(^{235}\) Take allowances should take these hidden impacts into consideration and recognize that a set numeric limit does not directly translate into an equal loss for the rusty patched bumble bee.

Take allowances should recognize and account for the differences between the different types and roles of rusty patched bumble bee. One method is to set different take allowances for the different types of bees based on their roles. Queen bees are always critical to the species. From the time that they breed to the time that they establish a colony, a queen bee represents an entire colony.\(^{236}\) Take allowances should be incredibly strict for queen bees since the loss of one foundress is the loss of a whole colony for the season. They have slightly reduced significance in the fall, however, when new queens have yet to breed and go into hibernation. In a healthy population, the new queen would have close to 200 queen bees that hold the same genetic code and breeding potential.\(^{237}\) While a new queen is raw potential rather than a seeded colony, male bees serve the same reproductive role and hold the same importance.\(^{238}\) It would be appropriate to reflect the relative importance of male and new queen bees in comparison to foundress queens by allowing for slightly more take. Worker bees in a healthy colony do not hold individual significance.\(^{239}\) However, sizable percentages of lost worker bees would have large impacts on colony growth and productivity. Take allowances could reflect the variable importance by setting a percentage of allowable worker bee deaths or creating a shifting numeric value based on colony size. There are other solutions that could account for the differences in roles within the

\(^{235}\) Bumble bees expose themselves to pesticides by consuming contaminated nectar or gathering contaminated pollen. Contaminated pollen can be brought back to the colony and cause negative sub-lethal effects such as reduced male production, reduced egg hatch, reduced queen production, and other reductions in different elements of colony productivity and health. JENNIFER SZYMANSKI ET AL., U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERV., RUSTY PATCHED BUMBLE BEE (BOMBUS AFFINIS) SPECIES STATUS ASSESSMENT 43 (2016).

\(^{236}\) See supra Section The Rusty Patched Bumble Bee’s Life Cycle.

\(^{237}\) See supra note 101 and accompanying text.

\(^{238}\) See id.

\(^{239}\) See supra notes 100 and 106 and accompanying text.
rusty patched bumble bee. The important thing is that the differences in roles within the rusty patched bumble bee are considered and accounted for while setting take limits.

Providing numeric limits for whole colonies rather than individual bees is an alternative option to address the different roles and importance within a rusty patched bumble bee colony. The differences in importance between individual bees is a direct reflection of their contributions to the colony’s growth and productivity. A numeric limitation on the number of colonies could encapsulate different take limits for different types of bees. If this method was effectively embraced, a limitation of taking one colony would imply allowably taking one queen bee and only the number of new queens, males, and workers that would not endanger more than one colony. Although Sierra Club v. U.S. Department of Interior rejected a set take limit defined by a number of colonies, that determination was partially based on the lack of species data for the rusty patched bumble bee area and the non-quantitative limit of a “small percentage” of new queens. The decision was not an inherent rejection of the representative use of colonies when setting take limits as a general principle.

The FWS is actively learning how to regulate the rusty patched bumble bee under the ESA. The take prohibition is a powerful legal protection and is therefore important to both the biological conservation and the legal protection of the rusty patched bumble bee. There are opportunities to design incidental take allowances to be tailored to the rusty patched bumble bee’s needs. Understanding these areas is important for the purposes of setting, evaluating, and challenging upcoming take limits for the rusty patched bumble bee.

**CONCLUSION**

The decline in certain bumble bee species is an important environmental, economic, and legal issue that requires policy action. The ESA is the first and only federal law to provide specific legal protections to a eusocial bee. Carefully watching, analyzing, and influencing the rusty patched bumble bee’s management under the ESA creates opportunities for advocates to establish the ESA as a strong protection for other at-risk bumble bee species. Despite the historic bias against insects in implementing the ESA, proponents can intentionally use the ESA to provide specific protections that meet the unique management needs of the rusty patched bumble bee and any other colony bee species. Critical

---

240 Sierra Club v. U.S Dep’t of Interior, 899 F.3d at 277.

241 See supra note 204 and accompanying text.
Habitat and incidental take allowances are two protections under the ESA that could be leveraged to maximize protection and recovery for the rusty patched bumble bee.

Determining critical habitat for the rusty patched bumble bee in the immediate future is crucial to the species’ survival and recovery. When setting the geographic area for critical habitat the FWS needs to consider the intricacies of the species’ foraging needs, the effects of fragmented habitat on the species’ genetic health, the limited availability of the species’ nesting and hibernation sites, the diversity of ecoregions available as suitable habitat, and the need to embrace uncertainty for each of these considerations. To fully account for the rusty patched bumble bee’s habitat needs, the FWS likely needs to make a critical habitat of unprecedented size for insects. More important than the size, the agency must explicitly consider and account for each of the aforementioned habitat-based needs.

The FWS must also consider the rusty patched bumble bee’s unique biological features when setting take allowances for the species. Most importantly, the agency should be sensitive to the species’ vulnerability to genetic issues associated with small population sizes and strive to prevent existing populations from shrinking further. The FWS should also consider the inability of traditional numeric take limits to reflect the true costs of individual bees on colony health and the variability in importance of different bees with different roles.

Policymakers, litigators, judges, and parties interested in pollinator protection need to understand the specific biological characteristics that make managing the rusty patched bumble bee a new and interesting problem in the realm of environmental law. Understanding those qualities and intentionally integrating them into the rusty patched bumble bee’s management under the ESA would be a major step toward protecting the bees, supporting agricultural productivity, and preserving ecosystem health.
APPENDIX

The existing size of proposed or final critical habitat for listed insect species.²⁴²

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Common Name</th>
<th>Scientific Name</th>
<th>Listing Status</th>
<th>Acres of Critical Habitat</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Casey’s June Beetle</td>
<td>Dinacoma caseyi</td>
<td>Endangered</td>
<td>678.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comal Springs Dryopid Beetle</td>
<td>Stygoparnus comalensis</td>
<td>Endangered</td>
<td>75.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comal Springs Riffle Beetle</td>
<td>Heterelmis comalensis</td>
<td>Endangered</td>
<td>28.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delta Green Ground Beetle</td>
<td>Elaphrus viridis</td>
<td>Threatened</td>
<td>969.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helotes Mold Beetle</td>
<td>Batrisodes venyivi</td>
<td>Endangered</td>
<td>546.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beetle [no common name]</td>
<td>Rhandine exilis</td>
<td>Endangered</td>
<td>1,938.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beetle [no common name]</td>
<td>Rhadine infernalis</td>
<td>Endangered</td>
<td>2,331.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valley Elderberry Longhorn Beetle</td>
<td>Desmocerus Californicus</td>
<td>Threatened</td>
<td>478.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bartram’s Hairstreak Butterfly</td>
<td>Strymon acis bartrami</td>
<td>Endangered</td>
<td>11,539</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bay Checkerspot Butterfly</td>
<td>Euphydryas editha bayensis</td>
<td>Threatened</td>
<td>17,759.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fender’s Blue Butterfly</td>
<td>Icaricia icarioides fenderi</td>
<td>Endangered</td>
<td>2,885.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida Leafwing Butterfly</td>
<td>Anaea troglodyte floridalis</td>
<td>Endangered</td>
<td>10,561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Island Marble Butterfly</td>
<td>Euchloe ausonides insulanus</td>
<td>Proposed</td>
<td>813.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mount</td>
<td>Icaricia (Plebejus)</td>
<td>Endangered</td>
<td>5,270.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Black and Yellow Letter Law</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Scientific Name</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Population</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Charleston Blue Butterfly</td>
<td>Shasta charlestonensis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oregon Silverspot Butterfly</td>
<td>Speyeria zerene hippolyta</td>
<td>Threatened</td>
<td>361.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palos Verdes Blue Butterfly</td>
<td>Glaucopsyche lydamus palosyerdesensis</td>
<td>Endangered</td>
<td>74.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quino Checkerspot Butterfly</td>
<td>Euphydryas editha quino</td>
<td>Endangered</td>
<td>61,973.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor’s Checkerspot</td>
<td>Euphydryas editha taylori</td>
<td>Endangered</td>
<td>1,633.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backline Hawaiian Damselfly</td>
<td>Megalagrion nigrohamatum nigrolineatum</td>
<td>Endangered</td>
<td>3,107.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crimson Hawaiian Damselfly</td>
<td>Megalagrion leptodemas</td>
<td>Endangered</td>
<td>3,107.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oceanic Hawaiian Damselfly</td>
<td>Megalagrion oceanicum</td>
<td>Endangered</td>
<td>3,887.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hine’s Emerald Dragonfly</td>
<td>Somatochlora hinea</td>
<td>Endangered</td>
<td>25,890.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaiian Picture-Wing Fly</td>
<td>Drosophila aglaia</td>
<td>Endangered</td>
<td>295.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaiian Picture-Wing Fly</td>
<td>Drosophila differens</td>
<td>Endangered</td>
<td>988.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaiian Picture-Wing Fly</td>
<td>Drosophila hemipeza</td>
<td>Endangered</td>
<td>933.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaiian Picture-Wing Fly</td>
<td>Drosophila heteroneura</td>
<td>Endangered</td>
<td>4,571.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaiian Picture-Wing Fly</td>
<td>Drosophila mulli</td>
<td>Threatened</td>
<td>691.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaiian Picture-Wing Fly</td>
<td>Drosophila musaphilia</td>
<td>Endangered</td>
<td>793.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaiian Picture-Wing Fly</td>
<td>Drosophila obatai</td>
<td>Endangered</td>
<td>109.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaiian Picture-Wing Fly</td>
<td>Drosophila ochrobasis</td>
<td>Endangered</td>
<td>438.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaiian Picture-Wing Fly</td>
<td>Drosophila substenoptera</td>
<td>Endangered</td>
<td>324.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaiian Picture-Wing Fly</td>
<td>Drosophila taphytrichia</td>
<td>Endangered</td>
<td>821.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaiian Picture-Wing Fly</td>
<td>Drosophila sharpi</td>
<td>Endangered</td>
<td>17,261.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Animal/Moth Type</td>
<td>Scientific Name</td>
<td>Status</td>
<td>Population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zayante Band-Winged Grasshopper</td>
<td>Trimerotropis infantilis</td>
<td>Endangered</td>
<td>11,151.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blackburn’s Sphinx Moth</td>
<td>Manduca blackburni</td>
<td>Endangered</td>
<td>3,172.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ash Meadows Naucorid</td>
<td>Ambrysus amargosus</td>
<td>Threatened</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaiian Picture-Wing Fly</td>
<td>Drosophila montgomeryi</td>
<td>Endangered</td>
<td>821.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaiian Picture-Wing Fly</td>
<td>Drosophila neocladisetae</td>
<td>Endangered</td>
<td>137.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dakota Skipper</td>
<td>Hesperia dacotae</td>
<td>Threatened</td>
<td>19,976.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laguna Mountains Skipper</td>
<td>Pyrgus ruralis lagunae</td>
<td>Endangered</td>
<td>6,250.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powershiek Skipperling</td>
<td>Oarisma powershiek</td>
<td>Endangered</td>
<td>25,933.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salt Creek Tiger Beetle</td>
<td>Cicindela nevadica lincolniana</td>
<td>Endangered</td>
<td>852.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>